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INTRODUCTION
•Size and distance are key concepts for understanding

basic astronomy. Studies in South Africa [1] and

Norway [2] demonstrate that both the distances and

sizes of astronomical objects are poorly understood.

•A baseline study confirmed the trends.

•This suggests that the results are not only due to

teaching, but there may be a deeper cognitive issue

that hinders the comprehension of large scales.

METHOD
•Developed an  instrument with questions focusing on 

distances, from small (tangible) to big (intangible) 

distances.

•The questions were therefore framed as an explanation 

to a blind friend so that students could not default to a 

visual explanation. 

•We gave it to first year astronomy students (n=88)
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Examples of Students responses 

(Q2A)

RIN1044: “let 5 steps be equal to one metre so if 

your take 25 steps that is 7 metres” (calibration).

RIN1061: “Help them shuffle across a 7m distance 

while holding onto something to set vague of idea of 

distance traveled” (No calibration).

RIN1019:“Make him stretch is arms out as to form a

1 metre hand to hand” (Calibration).

Examples of Students responses 

(Q2B)

RIN1022: “tell him/her that “its 7metres x 100 000

divided by 7” (no motion).

RIN 1044: “One kilometre is equal to 100m so if 5 

steps is equal to 1 metre then 500000 steps would be 

100 kilometres” (little motion).

RIN 1030: “I would take him and drive a car then 

accelerate in until the speed is 100km/h then record 

time after and hour I would tell him he had 

experienced the distance of 100km” (Motion).

Percentages of student responses from Question 2A

Q2A.

A blind (cannot see) friend asks you “I am trying to 

get a sense of how big 7 metres is”.

How would you help your blind friend make sense 

of 7 metres?

Q2B.

Your blind friend then asks you “I am trying to get a

sense of 100 kilometres”.

How would you go about helping your friend?

Q2C.

Your blind friend then says, “I hear the moon is about

384 402 km from earth. I am trying to get a sense of

far this is”.

How would you help your friend with this?


